ABSTRACT. Let g, fl''''' fm EH (A). We provide conditions on fl,...,fm in order that
Ig(z) l,<If l(z) l+'''+Ifm (z) (any zEA).
(l.I)
As a generalization of the corona problem (which was first solved by Carleson [8] , that g/BH. Since I/{6H one has g/f=(g/B)(i/), i.e. g/fH. Conversely, suppose that for all g6H such that g/fH, it follows g/fH.
Write f(z)=B(z)(z), where B is the Blaschke product of all the zeroes of f (see [8] ).
Then B/f is holomorphic on A and therefore I/ must belong to H. i.e., for all z in A,
Since b is invertible, and g/bH, it follows that =g/b=%ll+...+% 6H . By the corom m na theorem, then, it follows that there are h I,
and the assertion is proved. PROOF. We mainly follow the proof due to Wolff, [3] , of the fact that (1.1) implies that g36IH.. We can assume fj-<l, g.-<l, and fj,gH() ( 
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